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FIGURE 1. Tree stump near Volda, Norway, by Mark Chamberlain, 2018.

“Environmental intelligence
needs to be fully assimilated
within the entire design process,
across the entire field.”
											

- The Designer’s Dilemma 1
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SUMMARY
The economic impacts of climate change are becoming more acute as we progress through the
21st Century. The graphic design field is not immune to this threat. There is a real economic
motivator to find sustainable solutions to visual communication production in the coming
years to significantly reduce emission and environmental impacts. A new sustainable graphic
design certification can mobilize graphic designers by educating and organizing a community of
designers focused on transforming visual communication products.
Graphic designers can leverage the certification as a way to differentiate themselves within the
market and build demand for sustainable designs to help clients and businesses find ways to
embrace sustainable practice for themselves. The certification can create a pathway for designers
to improve and evolve established graphic design practices continuously.
The certification program creates an opportunity for a new organization, dedicated to promoting
sustainable graphic design, building a reputation of innovation, and cultivating a thriving
community of discussion around solving industry challenges.
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A 2018 United Nations report describes the worsening effects
of climate change due to global warming as much worse than
previously predicted. Global famine, fires, and severe weather
events are predicted to increase due to a global temperature
rise of 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit by the year 2040.2
Over the past decade, climate change has cost the U.S.
government more than $350 billion. By 2050, that figure
will be $35 billion per year to pay for things like storm
cleanup and disaster assistance.3 This cost doesn’t address the
larger economic impact to the U.S. economy. A 2018 study
estimates the U.S. social cost of carbon emissions at almost
$48 per ton of carbon emission. This figure is the cost of each
new ton of carbon emitted into the atmosphere. The United
States is the second highest cost globally, second only to
India.4
To put this in context, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency suggests that the average American household
produces 24.7 metric tons of CO2 each year from
transportation, electricity, heating and waste production.5
That is more than $1,100 per household.

These costs impacts should concern the graphic design
industry because it affects the stability of the overall economy
and the profitability of the profession. Addressing climate
change needs to be the responsibility of all industries,
especially those inter-connected with many businesses and
communities.
Addressing climate change issues should also concern graphic
designers because many of the activities that designers engage
in have significant environmental impact.
There are impacts from traditional graphic design mediums,
such as paper. In the United States, the pulp and paper
industry contributed a combined 35.8 million metric tons of
CO2 in 2017. 6
However, because of the digital transformation of the industry,
the impacts have spread into less visible areas. Many products
created by graphic designers live on the web. Designers also
communicate, interact, and share online. If the Internet were
a country, it would be the fourth largest CO2 emitter on Earth
after the United States, China, and India. E-waste and data
storage are significant contributors to this problem.7
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Design
Phase

“Lock-in” of environmental impacts arise from
decisions made during the design phase of a
communication product, such as determining the
quantity, size, and material.

FIGURE 1. The choices a graphic designer
makes locks-in many of the environmental
impacts a visual communication product
has during its lifetime.
Source: Lewis, Helen; Gertsakis, John;
Grant, Tim; Morelli, Nicola; Sweatman,
Andrew. Design + Environment: A Global
Guide to Designing Greener Goods.

Visual Communication Product Lifecycle

The graphic design industry is situated at the intersection
of a variety of ecological challenges and opportunities.
The range of projects that a graphic designer can be
involved with on a daily, weekly or annual basis can be
overwhelming. A graphic designer, to varying degrees,
might be involved in creating the visual elements and
managing the production of a printed annual report, a
website, a video, or trade show exhibit. Each of these visual
communication products has different environmental
impacts throughout their lifecycles. These products
require different raw materials and chemicals, various
manufacturing processes, and draw from a variety of energy
sources. An understanding of these systems and impacts
are necessary to reduce the adverse effects that they have

on people and planet. To see a diagram of a print visual
communication lifecycle, view Appendix B.
The choices that a graphic designer makes in the design
process can amplify or reduce the impact of each product over
their useful life – long after a designer has done their work.
This can be described as environmental “lock-in” during a
product’s design or development process (see Fig. 1).8
Established graphic design practice does not, by default,
consider the end-of-life scenarios for all materials used in
the making of its products. Likewise, it does not recognize
the impact of the energy used by computers, tablets, servers,
buildings, and transportation consumed during the lifecycle.
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CORE SUSTAINABLE GRAPHIC DESIGN VALUES

Environment

People

Economy

Culture

FIGURE 2. AIGA’s The Living Principles for Design describe four streams
necessary for integrated sustainability.9

The definition of good graphic design should encompass not
only the mastery of visual form but the principles and values
associated with the responsible use of natural and human
resources. It should consider environmental protection, social
equity, economic health, and cultural vitality (see Fig. 2). Any
view of graphic design that fails to recognize these aspects is an
incomplete view of the role of the graphic designer.
Foundational frameworks and principles, such as the ones
found in AIGA’s The Living Principles for Design (See
Appendix C) have been available for years. Organizations
have been established to help manage the impacts of
materials used in communication products, such as the
Forest Stewardship Council’s (established in 199310) work
with responsible paper sourcing or Printing Industry

Midwest (PIM) which currently hosts the nearly 20-yearold Great Printer Environmental Initiative11.
The foundational skills and knowledge needed to move
the industry toward sustainability have been available for
decades. However, the graphic design industry has not
embraced a leadership role necessary to make sustainable
practices commonplace among graphic design professionals.
As discussed earlier, graphic designers are uniquely
positioned to affect how visual communication is
distributed. The skills and knowledge are available to
designers. However, the journey toward sustainability
isn’t easy or clearly defined. Finding solutions to the
design challenges of sustainability will also require
many of the skills that graphic designers use in their
daily work. Knowledge of design thinking, big-picture
ideation, and execution planning are all skills unique to
graphic designers. This ability to create deep empathetic
understanding through design work can make the
execution of fundamental sustainability principles a reality
in a way that connects our humanity to nature.
The choices made by a graphic designer have the potential
to make visual communication deliverables more
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creates the annual report that was designed by the graphic
designer.
By focusing solely on the visual design of the annual report
and ignoring upstream or downstream systems, the graphic
designer has a limited perspective of the products they help
to produce.

FIGURE 3. Coniferous tree near Volda, Norway, by Mark Chamberlain, 2018.

sustainable. The goal for all graphic designers should be to
design and create products that do not degrade the systems
that help to create them, and therefore their creation and
use can persist indefinitely.12

SEEING THE FOREST THROUGH THE PAPER
The ecological systems and their physical environments that
feed into the production of the materials and energy needed
to produce visual communication products are connected
to the work that graphic designers perform through a series
of complex systems. For example, these combined systems
could include the forests where trees grow, the logging
company that harvests wood, the paper producer that turns
the wood into sheets, and the commercial printer that

While it isn’t possible for a graphic designer alone to solve
the myriad of complex problems that are related to the
production of its products, it is possible for designers to
assume a leadership role in bringing together a community
of representatives from related industry to find solutions
together.

CULTIVATING THE STANDARD
This thesis explores how a professional certification
can accelerate the transformation of the graphic design
industry to embrace sustainability as a core value.

FOSTER THE PEOPLE
The current community of graphic design professionals,
globally and in the United States, has fallen short of the
need to address sustainability for the visual communication
products it helps to produce. Graphic designers need
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At its core, design is about effecting change.
– Brian Doughtery13

to take a leadership role in the transformation of visual
communication. At the core of this role is the development
of a new graphic design community dedicated to the goal of
sustainable graphic design.

The intent is not for graphic designers to solve all negative
impacts related to visual communication production.
However, a graphic designer can provide leadership and be
a catalyst within the industries that produce their designs.

This community of graphic designers needs to develop
sustainable strategies and practices, foster meaningful
discussion to advance perspectives and work to equip
designers with skills, knowledge, and guidelines to deal
with complex sustainability issues within the graphic design
industry.

FINDING THE PLACES TO INTERVENE

These products might be digital in form and include
websites, marketing emails, digital advertising, user
experience (UX) and user interface (UI) designs, digital
publications, animation, and video graphics. They might
also be printed, but not on traditional presses. These
products might include, museum exhibits, environmental
branding, wayfinding signage or billboards.
The various products mean that several related industries
need to part of the solution as the graphic design industry
continues to evolve and develop new communication
products.

The solution to reducing the ecological impacts of
visual communication products is not to expect graphic
designers to understand and manage all aspects of the
complex string of systems that make up the lifecycle
(design, supply chain, manufacturing, use, and disposal).
However, graphic designers are unique in their position
within the product lifecycle to influence the decisions that
positively or negatively affect the impacts of a product
during production, use, and end of life.
Instead of trying to manage all of the related systems,
graphic designers need to become advocates for
sustainability and innovate to change the way business,
organizations and people produce and consume visual
communication.
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PROJECT SCOPE
•

Analysis of the existing graphic design industry with specific attention to AIGA.

•

Synthesis of existing certification programs.

•

Creation of a best-practices that can be applied to the proposed sustainable graphic design certificate.

•

Recommendations for implementations.

PROFESSIONAL GOALS
Through the development of this thesis project, the goals are to:
•

Develop ties to other sustainable-minded graphic designers.

•

Deepen understanding of graphic design profession.

•

Explore opportunities for future sustainable graphic design projects.

•

Explore opportunities for teaching or presenting professionally around the topic of sustainability.
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“Human beings don’t have a
pollution problem; they have
a design problem.”
			

- Michael Braungart and William McDonough 14
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PROCESS OF EXPLORATION
The implementation of a sustainable
graphic design certification first
necessitated an analysis of the current
state of the profession, which was done
in the previous section. This analysis
revealed that any proposed certification
would need a broad foundation in the
knowledge and skills of sustainability,
an active community and, ultimately, a
change in how visual communication
is created and produced.
Since sustainable-related principles,
tools, and frameworks have been
available to graphic designers for many
years, it seemed necessary to explore
how other industries have made strides
toward sustainability through similar
certification programs. In addition to
the common structural elements, it was
important to note how the community
changed and evolved as interest and
involvement in the program increased.

THESIS
PATHWAY

Idea
for Sustainable
Graphic Design
Certiﬁcation

Research
other sustainable
certiﬁcate
programs

Evaluate
current state of
graphic design
industry

Outline
framework and
structure for new
certiﬁcation

Evaluate
characteristics
of related
certiﬁcations
FIGURE 4. Pathway for exploration
and synthesis for thesis
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CASE STUDIES
Next, this thesis will synthesize eight different
sustainability programs that already exist in various
industries. Through this synthesis, the goal is to obtain
a better understanding of how effective and successful
sustainability certifications and programs are created,
structured, and operate. The reviewed case studies were
selected out of a more extensive survey of certifications
and programs based on their sustainability objectives.

CERTIFICATION CASE STUDIES
•

U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL – LEADERSHIP IN
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

•

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF SUSTAINABLE
PROFESSIONALS

•

LIVING FUTURE INSTITUTE – LIVING BUILDING
CHALLENGE

•

U.S. GREEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

•

GREAT PRINTER ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE

•

SUSTAINABLE GREEN PRINTING PARTNERSHIP

•

INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING PROFESSIONALS

•

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING COALITION

LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (LEED)
LEED is an internationally-recognized building rating system
developed by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC).
The building certification system provides architects,
designers, building owners and construction companies with
a framework for identifying and implementing strategies and
practices for improved environmental and human health
performance.15
In addition to the LEED certifications, USGBC offers
professionals two LEED credentials. The first tier is the
LEED Green Associate, which verifies that a professional
has a foundational knowledge of green building practices and
how to support LEED projects. The main component of this
credential tier is a 100 multiple-choice exam. Associates also
must participate in 15 continuing education hours within two
years of passing their test to maintain the certification.16
The LEED Advanced Professional (AP) with specialty
credential requires the base test and an additional specialty
test in a chosen area of expertise. There are five specialty
areas (see Fig. 6) that include building design, operations,
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and neighborhood development. After passing a specialty area test,
the LEED AP must earn 30 continuing education hours within two
years.17
The USGBC has been working toward their mission for more than
25 years. It has taken time to develop trust, build community,
compile best-practices, validate its value, and, ultimately, make
progress toward changing the building design and construction
industry. The investment of time and effort has helped to establish
LEED as one of the most popular international standards in
sustainable building design and construction certification.

USGBC LEED CREDENTIALS
Entry Level
Green Associate

AP Building
Design + Construction

This work by the USGBC has made an impact on its industry and
has changed how buildings are designed and built through multiple
initiatives, such as the LEED credential program.

AP Operations +
Maintenance

In 2017, the National Green Building Adoption Index showed that
the certification of “green” or “efficient” office space by LEED or
Energy Star has increased from 5 percent in 2005 to 38 percent
across 30 markets in the United States.18

AP Interior Design +
Construction

As of 2018, more than 93,000 projects are participating in LEED
across 167 countries and territories.19
The USGBC used its certification and credential programs to build
consensus around industry standards for “green” building. This
approach to building and sharing consensus has allowed for evolution
within the program and industry community to ask more profound
questions and move the industry toward sustainability.

AP Neighborhood
Development

AP Homes

FIGURE 6. USGBC LEED Credentials, 2018 20
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
SUSTAINABLE PROFESSIONALS
ISSP is a member-driven nonprofit committed to moving the
profession of sustainability forward through building strong
networks and communities of practice.21
The organization was founded in 2008 after a group of
sustainability practitioners identified a need for a specific
professional entity to support networking, the promotion of
best practices, and professional development. 22
Publicly launched in 2016, ISSP offers two levels of
certification to its members. The Sustainability Associate
(ISSP-SA) is for individuals who are new to the field but have
sufficient education and training to pass a basic knowledge
exam. The Certified Sustainability Professional (ISSPCSP) is for experienced sustainability practitioners who
demonstrate a combination of work experience and formal
education. 23
The material covered by the ISSP-SA exam covers social
justice, frameworks, principles, systems thinking, historical
background, policies, initiatives, certifications, technology,
tools and more. Sustainable practitioners have started to
emerge in many different fields, and ISSP has sought to
qualify the accepted skills, knowledge and capabilities
expected of sustainability professionals.24

After someone earns one of the certifications, credential
holders are required to earn continuing education units
(CEUs) over the two-year period during which their
credential is valid in order to remain eligible for renewal.25
This engages the professional with a catalog of classes,
webinars and community events offered by the organization.
The ongoing engagement works to build connections within
the community and push professionals to grow.
In 2017, there were 336 Sustainability Associates and
61 Certified Sustainability Professionals. Overall, the
organization had about 1,000 members worldwide.26
In comparison, more than 203,000 professionals have earned
a LEED credential through the USGBC.27 However, there are
similar structures in its approach to building community and
promoting change. They both worked to develop a core set of
knowledge and frameworks. They then tested exams to verify
learning outcomes. The certification/credential programs
are designed (multi-tiered with continuing education) to
motivate professionals to advance their skills through training
and skill-building. Both organizations host conferences and
provide educational resources to their members to encourage
learning and community engagement.
A unique aspect of ISSP is that most major industries are
represented in its membership. This diversity allows for global
and universal conversations around sustainability.
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LIVING FUTURE
ACCREDITATION
The Living Building Challenge is a green building
certification program and sustainable design framework that
strives to shape the creation of built environments that are:
•

regenerative spaces that connect occupants to light, air,
food, nature, and community;

•

self-sufficient environments that produce more energy
than they use; and

•

are healthy and beautiful.28

The vision for the Living Building Challenge certification is
based on seven categories, or petals, that are assessed through
metrics: place, water, energy, health and happiness, materials,
equity, and beauty. 29
In addition to the building certification, professionals can
obtain a Living Future Accreditation (LFA). The core of
the program is based on completion of 70 earned hours.
These hours of education (mostly online learning), conference
participation, volunteer work, and hands-on experience with
Living Building Challenge projects are meant to demonstrate
that professionals have a holistic knowledge of sustainable
and regenerative design. Once earned, another 36 hours are
required to renew the accreditation every two years.30

Using a total credit approach offers professionals greater
flexibility in building their pathway toward certification
within the program. This might mean more online education
for some versus more hands-on project experience for others
to compile the total required credits. Also, unlike USGBC
and ISSP, the variety of skills used to build the assessment
means that knowledge assessment through exam recall isn’t
the primary method for ensuring certified professionals are
skilled within the topic area. Through a mix of classes and
hands-on experiences, the LFA strives to engage additional
skills such as critical thinking and consensus building.

U.S. GREEN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
The U.S. Green Chamber of Commerce is a member-driven
organization that promotes sustainability through advocacy,
education, and resources. The Sustainability Certification
For The Business Professional is a core program of the
organization. The e-learning program covers topics such as
business sustainability, energy efficiency, waste management,
social sustainability, and renewable energy. The fundamental
core concept of the program is how to view business
functions through a triple-bottom-line perspective.31
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The program is entirely based online through its learning
management platform. No prior knowledge of sustainability
concepts is required. Participants proceed through the course
material and then are assessed through a final exam to
demonstrate comprehension.
Since the program is self-paced and online, it provides
flexibility to participants. There are online forums for
connecting with other professionals. However, face-to-face
contact and community building is limited and not required
to complete the certification.
PRINTING INDUSTRY
MIDWEST
The Printing Industry Midwest (PIM) is a trade organization
that represents graphic arts and printing companies. The PIM
Great Printer Environmental Initiative has been operating
for more than 20 years. It evolved from the Great Printers
Project, which was a collaborative project by the Council of
Great Lake Governors, the Environmental Defense Fund,
and the Printing Industries of America, Inc.32
The designation as a Great/Green Printer is a way to
distinguish a printer from its competitors that only comply
with minimum environmental standards. Graphic designers

can use this certification to independently verify that a
printer meets and exceeds health and safety requirements.
This compliance is verified through an Environmental,
Health, and Safety Compliance Audit that needs to be
completed every 12-36 months. The program encourages
continuous improvement in minimizing/recycling waste,
increasing energy efficiency, and creating a healthier work
environment. 33
SUSTAINABLE GREEN
PRINTING PARTNERSHIP
The Sustainable Green Printing Partnership (SGP)
certification focuses on measuring and continuous
improvement in reducing the negative environmental
impacts throughout the printing facility. SGP self-describes
the certification as the “only whole facility certification
program for the graphic communication industry.”34
Dik Bolger, Chief Executive Officer at Bolger Vision
Beyond Print in Minneapolis, Minnesota, found value
in the SPG program’s framework. Through careful
measurement of energy consumption, waste management,
and recycling benefits, Bolger has made meaningful changes
to his business that can be verified through measured
results.35
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SGP certification takes approximately nine months to initiate
and is focused on establishing the framework for continuous
improvement for the company. The first step for the business
is to establish a coordinator and sustainability committee,
thus creating a wider group of internal stakeholders. This
group becomes responsible for the Sustainability Management
System, which is the core of the ongoing program.36
While both the SGP and PIM certifications are focused on
print-related businesses as a whole and not individuals, they
provide valuable context for the discussion around professional
certifications and how printers are dealing with how to
incorporate sustainability into the industry. It also shows a
clear focus on profitability and how having a framework for
improving efficiency can positively affect profits.
INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING
PROFESSIONALS
The Institute of Packaging Professionals (IoPP) is dedicated to
creating networking and educational opportunities that help
packaging professionals succeed.37 To help execute this mission,
the organization has developed educational offerings that
include in-person and online courses, webinars, events, chapter
activities, as well as a certification for packaging professionals
and trainees. The Institute, which has been offering the

certification since 1972, claims that certified professionals earn
on average between 7% and 10% more than their non-certified
co-workers.38
A certified professional in training has fewer than six years of
academic and/or work experience and has passed a 75-question
multiple choice exam.39 A certified professional has at least six
years of academic and/or work experience, passed the multiplechoice exam, and has completed one of the following:
•
•
•
•

Narrative or essay-style exam (three questions)
Submit a resume of packaging activity
Write a paper on a technical or management topic
Submit proof of a patent no more than five years old40

The core content for the base exam is “The Fundamentals
of Packaging Technology, 5th Edition,” which is updated
and published by the IoPP. In addition to printed and digital
publications, the Institute also hosts 42 learning modules on is
own learning center. This learning management system delivers
on-demand training in addition to in-person options.
The IoPP doesn’t include sustainability in its core mission,
but it is included as part of its value statements. There is also a
“Mastering Sustainability” lesson as part of the Packaging360
Leadership Course,41 which is designed to provide a deeper
understanding of packaging as an integrated system that
supports business objectives.
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SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
COALITION
Hosted by the nonprofit GreenBlue, the Sustainable Packaging
Coalition (SPC) is a membership-based collaborative working
to make packaging more sustainable. Founded in 2002
by architect William McDonough and chemist Michael
Braungart, GreenBlue was established to promote their Cradleto-Cradle model of design.42
The SPC does not have a certification program. Instead, the
group uses targeted projects, tools, and educational courses to
address specific sustainability challenges facing the industry
and provide resources to its more than 100 member companies,
such as Target, Walmart, and General Mills.43 Collaboration
across the industry is a key ingredient for tackling these
problems because there is an emphasis on how companies are
connected through supply chains and product lifecycles.
The How2Recycle labeling system, launched in 2012, is an
example of how SPC uses its collaborative approach to solve
tough problems. Through open discussions with numerous
stakeholders, the labeling system was created as a solution to
the shared goal of maximizing the reclamation of valuable
packaging material.44

In another example, the SPC development and continues to
refine its COMPASS (Comparative Packaging Assessment)
software. It helps companies evaluate various packaging
designs based on environmental (LCA) metrics in addition to
packaging cost, performance, and aesthetics. The impacts of
energy consumption, CO2 emissions, and water use are part of
the measurements and provide a valuable tool to make more
informed design choices.
The sustainable packaging training course has been taught
in-person for the past decade. The content covers the basics
of how sustainability relates to packaging. The material is
organized around a 5-part series that divides the sustainability
considerations around the package’s lifecycle: sourcing, design,
use, recovery, and beyond. Starting in early 2019, the essentials
course will be available online.45
The SPC has developed a definition of sustainable packaging as
well through based on a lifecycle approach. The work is aimed
at advancing the business case for more sustainable packaging
and establishing a foundational understanding of what
sustainability means for the packaging industry. Read more
about the definition in Appendix B.
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SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION COMPARISON CHART
Comparison
Industry

Membership Audience

USGBC

ISSP

Living Futures

U.S. Green Chamber

Building

All industries

Building

Business

Professionals related to
building industry and
educators

Business professional

Real estate leaders,
governments, developers, All professionals working
in sustainability
contractors, architects,
engineers, educators, and
industry
companies
Enabling an
environmentally and
socially responsible,
healthy, and prosperous
environment that
improves quality of life.

Empowering
professionals, establishing
the profession, and
defining professional
excellence

Working toward a socially
just, culturally rich and
ecologically restorative
environment

Businesses are the solution
to a fulfilled life, healthier
planet, and thriving
economy.

Continual Improvement

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Professional
Certification

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Product Certification

Yes

No

Yes

No

Cross-Industry

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Focus on Lifecycle

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes – education,
events, and advocacy

Yes – education,
webinars, and events

Yes – education,
community certification,
and product certification

Yes – webinars,
education, and job board

Mission

Other Programs
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SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION COMPARISON CHART (CONTINUED)
Comparison

PIM Great Printer

SGPP

IoPP

SPC

Printing

Printing

Packaging

Packaging

Commercial printers

Commercial printers

Companies and
individuals working with
packaging in their industry

Businesses, educational
institutions, and
government agencies

Enhance the strength
and profitability of
industry through
advocacy, education,
safety and environmental
information

Certifies printing
facilities’ sustainability
best practices, including
and beyond regulatory
compliance

Creating networking and
educational opportunities
that help packaging
professionals succeed

Membership-based
collaborative that believes
in the power of industry
to make packaging more
sustainable

Continual Improvement

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Professional
Certification

No

No

Yes

No

Product Certification

Yes

Yes

No

No

Cross-Industry

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Focus on Lifecycle

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes – education
and advocacy

Yes – education,
and events

Yes – education,
webinars, and events

Yes – How2Recycle,
How2Compost,
COMPASS, ASTRX

Industry

Membership Audience

Mission

Other Programs
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“The maker instinct is key
to making the future.”
				

- Robert Johansen46
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REVIEWING COMMON CHARACTERISTICS
CERTIFICATIONS NEED TO HELP MEMBERS
DIFFERENTIATE THEMSELVES

THE VALUE OF AN ORGANIZATION’S
CERTIFICATION IS BASED ON REPUTATION

All of the certifications reviewed provide varying degrees
of value to their recipients. The primary way this value is
delivered is by providing testament to skills and proficiency
in a defined area. The earned certificate can then be used as a
communication tool to show others the value they can offer.

The USGBC created both the product certification (LEED)
and the credential to support the product certification. Having
control over both parts gives USGBC a high level of control
over the content and, once established, it is hard to introduce
competition. However, the USGBC does have competition —
such as the Green Building Initiative. They offer “a businessfriendly and affordable alternative” to the LEED certification
for buildings and professionals.48 The competition means that
the USGBC needs to update their products to ensure they
continue to be relevant to the building industry.

In a 2014 survey of graphic designers, 68% felt that demand for
sustainability was self-driven and half said that 20% or fewer
of their of clients were asking for sustainable design solutions.
Despite few client-facing drivers, 50% of the graphic designers
said clients were frequently or almost always receptive to
unsolicited sustainable design solutions.47
A sustainable graphic design certification can help designers
verify their skill and knowledge. The client response suggests that
certification can help designers communicate about their ability
to deliver more value to their clients and employers. Ultimately,
this can lead to increased earning power for a graphic designer
while simultaneously furthering the goal of sustainability.

The ISSP has taken a broad approach to its certification,
focusing on sustainability professionals from across all
industries. The organization researched, synthesized, and
verified the knowledge, skills, and attributes necessary for all
sustainability professionals. They conducted surveys, consulted
education experts, developed study guides, and beta tested the
exams. This rigorous approach has helped to build trust and
credibility with their audience.
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A CERTIFICATION NEEDS TO ENCOMPASS AN
ELEMENT OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

THE CREATION OF THE CERTIFICATION’S
CORE CONTENT SHOULD BE COLLABORATIVE

Almost all of the certifications explored in this thesis
make continuous improvement a significant role within
the certification program, and while differentiating an
individual or business is a critical role of certification,
offering a pathway for professional development or
sustainability improvement can extend the value of a
program and continue to make it relevant.

Successful certifications had a rigorous and in-depth process
for developing the body of knowledge used in certification
testing. The ISSP took about nine years to develop its
certification. During this time, it surveyed its audience,
engaged expert advice, researched topics, drafted exam
questions, beta testing, and listened to member dialog to
shape the direction of the program.

The SGP certification offered Bolger printing a way to
differentiate itself to customers, but it also provided a
framework to measure key sustainability metrics for the
business. The continuous improvement framework made
the continued investment in the program relevant to the
company far beyond the initial value.

The USGBC has reviewed and updated the LEED credential
program as the LEED building certification as evolved
over more than 25 years. The change in building codes,
technology, and standards have necessitated an on-going
effort to maintain relevance and progress.
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MODELS AND ASSESSMENT
Two types of certification models were found during
exploration. The first model establishes a product certification,
such as LEED or Living Building Challenge. Then a related
professional credential helps to develop a group of experts
to support the product certification. This model would
significantly extend the initial vision of the graphic design
certification but could warrant additional exploration.
The second model focuses on verifying if an individual
or organization/business has specific attributes, skills, or
knowledge. A primary aim of this model is professional or
business growth through differentiation in the marketplace.
Additionally, all of the certifications reviewed provided
pathways for future growth through a combination of
education, conferences, advanced certifications, or continuous
improvement plans.
ASSESSMENT METHODS
The primary method used to verify knowledge across all of
the certifications was a multiple-choice exam. These exams
draw questions from a body of knowledge that was made
available to the certification-seeker through a study guide.

The USGBC’s LEED accreditation and ISSP’s Sustainability
Associate were both examples of this primary method.
The U.S. Green Chamber of Commerce hosts its
certification through an online learning course. The
learning platform delivers the content through videos,
recordings, and PDF resources. Learners are assessed
through online quizzes for each section.
The Living Future Accreditation was unique because it
required 70 hours of activity as its main component. These
hours could be earned in several ways such as participating
in live events, on-demand learning, volunteering, reading
case studies or participating in project teams. It could also
include more traditional education from an accredited
institution. Regarding learning, this approach engaged
students and provided more opportunities for significant
rich learning experiences. The activities went beyond
demonstrating knowledge found in a study guide through
an exam. They participated in active learning through the
experiences of doing, observing, and reflecting with other
participants through project work.
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PROPOSED CERTIFICATION
This thesis has explored sustainability-related certification
case studies and identified common characteristics. The next
step is to outline a possible framework and organization for
the proposed sustainable graphic design certification that is
informed by the research.
BASIC CERTIFICATION STRUCTURE
The recommendation for the graphic design certification is for
a two-level credential. Each tier would challenge sustainable
graphic designers with increasingly rigorous demands.
The Sustainable Graphic Designer – Green Associate is
designed for those new to sustainability. It is expected that
the graphic designer has at least some formal education in
graphic design and three to five years experience working in
the field. The first step in the certification is completing an
on-demand introduction course that provides a basic overview
of sustainability as it relates to the graphic design field. This
introductory course helps to set up the main component
of the certification level, which is a 75-question exam that
tests knowledge from a study guide developed to provide
a basic understanding of sustainability, systems thinking,

SUSTAINABLE GRAPHIC DESIGNER –
GREEN ASSOCIATE
1. Complete an initial “Green” graphic design course.
2. Pass basic knowledge exam (75-questions).
3. Propose, design, and execute sustainable graphic
design project (individual or as group).
4. Agree to adhere to the Sustainable Graphic Designer’s
Values and Principles Statement.
5. Pay membership dues.
6. Recertification with additional learning elements.
FIGURE 7. Proposed “Green Associate” Requirements.

lifecycle perspective, and how to understand and measure
environmental impact from products.
The third component is a sustainability project. Candidates
must propose, design, and execute a project that builds on the
knowledge gained by demonstrating what has been learned.
An online library stores completed projects to share the work.
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The second tier of the certification focuses on a specialty area
of interest to the designer such as print production or digital
environments. The purpose of the Sustainable Graphic
Designer – Specialty Practitioner, is to build upon the
designer’s experience and interest in their particular work
specialty. This recognizes that designers are not experts in
all visual communication products and production. It also
starts to create communities around areas of environmental
impacts.
Similar to the “Green Associate” tier, the first step is to take a
foundational, on-demand course in a chosen area of interest.
This leads to studying for and passing a specialty knowledge
exam to verify having a foundational understanding of the
impacts and best-practices in the specialty area.
After the successful passing of the knowledge exam in the
chosen specialty area, a candidate proposes, designs, and
executes a sustainable design project. This can be done in a
group setting or individually. Once submitted and approved,
a candidate must present the findings of the project virtually
or at a conference to share what he/she has learned through
the process.

SUSTAINABLE GRAPHIC DESIGNER –
SPECIALTY PRACTITIONER
1. Complete chosen specialty graphic design course.
2. Pass specialty area knowledge exam (50-questions).
3. Propose, design, and execute sustainable graphic
design project (individual or as group).
4. Present design project.
5. Be active member.
6. Recertification with additional learning elements.
FIGURE 8. Proposed “Specialty Practitioner” Requirements.

SPECIALTY PRACTITIONER AREAS
FOR SECOND TIER CERTIFICATION

PD
Print
Design

DD
Digital
Design

PD

Packaging
Design

The initial specialty areas would likely be print, digital, and
packaging design.
FIGURE 9. Proposed “Specialty Practitioner” areas of certiﬁcations.
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CERTIFICATION CORE CONTENT
A body of knowledge needs to be developed for the Green
Associate and Specialty Practitioner study guides and exams.
As discussed earlier, a collaborative approach is preferred to
ensure proper vetting of the content. If a new organization
is created to host the proposed certification, the core content
will be shaped by the mission of that organization. If an
existing organization hosts the new certification, the host’s
mission and culture will strongly influence the core content.
With this in mind, the recommendation is to draw heavily
from existing content – specifically starting with AIGA’s The
Living Principles for Design. The “Genealogy of the Living
Principles” is a collection of visions, manifestos, principles,
frameworks, and tools related to sustainable design.49 The
content helps to provide historical context, introduces
significant figures, and showcases proposed strategies and
tools for sustainability.
Additional core content could come from the organizations

reviewed in this thesis. For example, The Living Futures
Institutes’s work on biophilic design, the practice of
connecting people and nature within our built environments
and communities, could inform graphic designers on how to
use visual communication to connect our communities and
nature. Additionally, the SPC has developed an essentials of
sustainable packaging course that focuses on the stages of the
lifecycle. It highlights sourcing, design, use, recovery, and
beyond.50
Topics that would need to be addressed by the core content:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design strategy
Energy and material use
Supply chains / manufacturing
Certifications
Waste streams / material recovery
Regenerative design
E-waste
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PROPOSED ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT
This thesis exploration has found examples of rich learning
experiences embedded in certifications such as the Living
Future Accreditation’s credits for project and volunteer
work, that go beyond verifying knowledge through
an exam. They are integrated within the certification
program and help to apply the concepts and critical
thinking that are needed to solve the difficult design
problems through the graphic design industry.
It is recommended that the core group of professionals
who develop the courses, body of knowledge, and other
elements of the two-tiered certification program follow a
course design pathway similar to L. Dee Fink’s proposed
integrated course design. It helps to establish learning
goals, feedback and assessment procedures, and overall
teaching strategy.
It is important to note that the certification is a way to
teach as well as a way to assess knowledge. To do this
effectively, the use of active learning through experiences
and reflection are key ingredients to make the overall
process more engaging, meaningful, and effective.51

STEPS IN INTEGRATED COURSE DESIGN
Initial Phase: Build Strong Primary Components
1. Identify important situational factors.
2. Identify important learning goals.
3. Formulate appropriate feedback and assessment
procedures.
4. Select effective teaching and learning activities.
5. Make sure the primary components are
integrated.
Intermediate Phase: Assemble the Components into a
Coherent Whole
6. Create a thematic structure for the course.
7. Select or create a teaching strategy.
8. Integrate the course structure and the
instructional strategy to create an overall scheme
of learning activities.
Final Phase: Finish Important Remaining Tasks
9. Develop the grading system.
10. Debug the possible problems.
11. Write the course syllabus.
12. Plan an evaluation of the course and of your
teaching.
FIGURE 10. Steps in Integrated Course Design by L. Dee Fink, 1997.52
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PROPOSED CERTIFICATION HOST
Through the examination of certification case studies, it appeared that the
certification alone was not sufficient to implement significant change within
an industry. The certification models have already been discussed. However,
these characteristics seemed to affect the overall development process and
should be considered for the proposed sustainable graphic design certification.
A successful certification host should:
•

have or develop a clear mission and vision centered around sustainability.

•

have or develop a robust definition of sustainability for graphic design or
related industry segment.

•

engage representatives from all related-industries that are connected to the
design, sourcing, use, and recovery of visual communication products.

•

be focused on finding profitable and viable business solutions to
sustainability challenges

•

regularly reviewed and updated its definition, body of knowledge, best
practices, and programs.
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The organizations hosting the reviewed certification
programs were all classified as nonprofits. This meant the
organizations were tax-exempt and had access to certain
types of grant funding. The host organization was created
before the establishment of a certification. A collaboration
of individuals or organizations preceded the creation of the
host organization. Each group defined their mission, vision,
and team structures differently. All missions reflected their
sustainability focus and purpose.
There were common ways that organizations raised
operational funding. The primary vehicles for funding found
in the case study examples were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual memberships
Corporate memberships
Event registration fees
Educational course / programming fees
Educational materials fees
Exam fees
Consulting fees
Grants
Advertising

This isn’t an exhaustive list but represents the top ways the
organization generated in funding.
ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
In addition to the type of structure and ways to secure
operational funding, organizations exhibited behaviors and
had characteristics in common:
•

Each organization’s mission and framework provided
critical focus for its programing, especially certifications.

•

Advocacy was a powerful tool that worked in
coordination with a certification to achieve mission.

•

Organizations needed to create platforms for discussion
and debate around key topics facing their industry.

•

To meet changing needs, organizations that review their
certifications regularly ensure greater relevance to their
industry and audience.
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CONCLUSION
Graphic design is stuck.
As the largest and oldest graphic design organization in
the United States, AIGA’s mission is to advance design as a
professional craft, strategic advantage, and vital cultural force.
This does not address how the design industry needs to react
to the significant problems caused by climate change and
other environmental issues.
AIGA’s The Living Principles for Design was a significant
first step toward embracing sustainability as a core value.
However, it falls short of the necessary action required.
The majority of graphic designers want to create designs and
visual communication products that are sustainable and help
to build healthier more equitable communities. They need
knowledge, skills, and more advanced tools to start solving

these complex challenges. A sustainable graphic design
certification can equip designers with knowledge and skills to
accelerate the transformation of the graphic design industry
to embrace sustainability as a core value.
The examination of the case studies also suggested that
a sustainable graphic design certification needs to be
hosted by an organization that is dedicated to achieving
sustainability in the industry. This would ensure that the
organization will focus on advancing sustainability and
won’t have its attention divided.
Finally, this work can’t be done in isolation. Graphic designers
need to be leaders in bringing together representatives from
connected industries. This work needs to yield valuable
sustainability solutions to add profitability for the businesses
connected to the product lifecycle.
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NEXT STEPS
1. Explore collaborations with AIGA using The Living
Principles for Design as a foundation for the certification.
The certification could be the next step in creating a clear
pathway for sustainable innovation around graphic design.
2. Explore collaborations with SPC or IoPP around
expanding into a certification for packaging designers.
Building upon the SPC definition of sustainable
packaging and other core content, a sustainable
packaging certification would help them build upon their
reputation and body of knowledge.
3. Create a new nonprofit organization to host a graphic
design certification using conclusions outlined in this
thesis as a starting point to build a successful certification.

5. Start work on certification delivery and structure. This
process might include looking at learning management
systems that could be adapted for use.
6. Develop partnerships with colleges and universities
to develop a sustainable graphic design course or
modify existing courses to embed sustainable learning
objectives. Developing course content would help
create and test certification core content and learning
activities within an academic environment. This work
also would help infuse new graphic designers with an
understanding of how to apply sustainability as a core
part of the graphic design process.

4. Connect with industry partners, such as printers
connected with the Great/Green Printing Project and the
Sustainable Green Printing Partnership to see what more
could be done to collaborate around print.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Communication design

Synonymous with graphic design

Graphic design

The art and practice of planning and projecting ideas and experiences with visual and textual
content. The form it takes can be physical or virtual and can include images, words, or graphics.
The experience can take place in an instant or over a long period. The work can happen at any
scale.53

Visual Communication

The transmission of information and ideas using symbols and imagery. It is broader than graphic
design and includes signs, graphic designs, films, typography, and more.54 Other interpretations exist
about what is makes up visual communication.

Visual Communication
Production

The action of making or manufacturing visual communication products or deliverables from
components or raw materials. These products can include any printed material, films, signage
systems, or visuals displayed through digital means.

Visual Communication
Product

The action of making or manufacturing visual communication products or deliverables from
components or raw materials. These products can include any printed material, films, signage
systems, or visuals displayed through digital means.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN ORGANIZATIONS
Not unlike other industries, the graphic design business has
unique career pathways, methods, theory, techniques, and
products. These unique processes and structures influence
how the work is performed and how change moves through
the industry. Examining how graphic design organizations
have defined sustainability can help establish a set of values
and perspectives through which the case studies from other
industries can be viewed. The intent is to provide a high-level
organization of frameworks and values.
AIGA THE LIVING PRINCIPLES
The Living Principles for Design framework draws upon
several foundational sustainability manifestos, visions, and
tools. It establishes four criteria that designers should use
to evaluate their work — environment, people, economy,
and culture. The Living Principles outlines a roadmap for
sustainable design that is meant to help designers evaluate
their work through the values of maintaining a healthy planet,
society, and economy.55

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS OF CANADA DEFINITION
Graphic Designers of Canada (GDC), Canada’s National
Certification Body for Graphic and Communication
Designers, have defined sustainable design as “the application
of sustainability principles to communication design practice.
Practitioners consider the full life cycle of products and
services, and commit to strategies, processes and materials
that value environmental, cultural, social and economic
responsibility.”56
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING COALITION
The Sustainable Packaging Coalition (SPC) has created a
definition of sustainable packaging. Included in the definition,
it states that sustainable packaging:
•

is beneficial, safe and healthy for individuals and
communities throughout its life cycle;

•

meets market criteria for performance and cost;

•

is effectively recovered and utilized in biological and /or
industrial cradle to cradle cycles. 57
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PRINT DESIGN LIFE CYCLE
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PRODUCTS THAT ARE PART OF
SUPPLY CHAIN FOR PRINTERS

EXTRACTION FROM EARTH/NATURE

• Paper wood pulp, water, energy, and more
• Ink pigments, solvents, resins, energy and more
• Printing plates and other chemicals for presses

• Water is used extensively throughout the various
manufacturing supply chain.
• Crude oil is turned into energy and products
used along the supply chain for printers.

SYSTEMS THINKING
EXAMPLE OF A LIFE CYCLE MAP
OF A PRINTED BROCHURE
A COMMERCIAL PRINTER

This graphic
needs to be
cleaned up.

Energy
Raw Dyes

Crude Oil

Trees

Manufacturing
Process

• The printer brings together the manufactured
products with the actual artwork and
specifications from the graphic designer.
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Energy
Energy

Environmental impacts from energy use, packaging
material, and transportation of products happen at
almost every stage of the life cycle.

Packaging

Transportation

End of Life

Use

Behavior
Change?

Recycle

Energy
Landfill

Burning
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